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PLAY AREA IN NEW LOCATION

PROS

- situated on elevated ground so rest of play facilities are visible

- utilises underused area of park

- encourages families into park

- further away from neighbouring properties

- a more natural feel using contours of existing ground and proximity of trees

- separates junior/toddler facilities from skate area and football area

CONS

- spreads out play facilities so further to walk

- doesn't make use of flat ground of old play area

rotaweb (3.3m) from wicksteed

age 3 upwards

log rounds used as stepping stones
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Notes

1)  Figured dimensions to be taken.

Do not scale dimensions.  Contractors

must verify all dimensions on site

before preparing shop drawings or

commencing any work.

2) Copyright   .  This drawing must not

be reproduced without the permission

of Proffitts CIC

3) Reproduced from 1998 Ordnance

Survey mapping with permission of

the controller of HMSO.
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